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Why IFS
Experience and security
from a leader in the ﬁeld
The European cross-border postal shipment market has opened up and IFS has been able to take
advantage of this important opportunity.
In fact, IFS Italy is a highly specialized international operator in postal services and e-commerce.
Twenty years of experience in the ﬁeld results in economic advantages and efﬁciency for users. In
addition, thanks to our own general postal licence from the Ministry of Communications, IFS
becomes a highly reliable partner for you.

HOW IFS WORKS
IFS is a leading company in the postal sector as well as e-commerce and has developed an extensive
network of suppliers and postal couriers. The ﬁrst users were publishers, banks, universities, and
direct marketing agencies, following were companies that sell their products through e-commerce.
Today, any company that has to work with foreign countries can proﬁtably use IFS services with
savings of up to 40% of the costs.
IFS srl is part of a group that has operation centers not only in Italy but also in the United States,
England, France, and Spain.

Save up to 40%
on shipping costs

Our services
MAIL/PARCELS
We deliver mail and parcels all around the world, for both small and large quantities.
We handle traditional shipments and also support new e-commerce services that require advanced
tracking.

ECONOMY/PRIORITY
In order to best meet our clients’ demands, we divide our services into two categories: Economy
and Priority, thus allowing you to choose the best balance between delivery time and shipping
costs.

FULFILLMENT
We offer additional services such as: packaging, address printing, labeling, and shrink-wrapping.
In addition, our clients can entrust us with the complete management of its warehouse and the
corresponding order preparation.
to learn more, visit www.ifsitaly.com

The unique IFS postal system
Thanks to our expertise and experience, we have direct access to agreements between international,
postal, and courier operators, and we can work with the three different distribution channels.

INTERNATIONAL CONTRACTS
IFS has contracts with various postal administrations, including Deutsche Post (AG), Belgian Post,
Royal Mail, Asendia Post, and Swiss Post. These agreements allow for international mailing
discounts. The system is mainly used for direct mail and other types of mail (leaﬂets, brochures,
and catalogs).
Example:
sender
A
ITALY

mailing country
B
GREAT BRITAIN

recipient
C
AUSTRALIA

PRIVATE DIRECT ENTRY
IFS is able to fully cover the entire postal network using private agencies with door-to-door service
in some European capitals. This system is especially beneﬁcial for publications that are aimed at
companies (e.g. ﬁnancial reports, budgets, technical publications for companies, etc.)
Example:
sender
A
ITALY

recipient
B
FRANCE (Paris)

POSTAL DIRECT ENTRY
IFS delivers mail directly to the country of destination using local postal systems for distribution.
IFS offers this service in 15 European countries and 10 destinations outside of Europe. This system
is recommended for distributing magazines and is very affordable compared to the standard
international service.
Example:
sender
A
ITALY

mailing country
B
GERMANY

recipient
B
GERMANY

The innovative
IFS e-commerce system
With a great strengthening and development of its international postal logistics, IFS targets the
e-commerce market with an innovative "modus operandi": the integration of express courier
services with T&T postal services born for the e-commerce market.

ADVANTAGES
IFS’ goal is to guarantee its customers a continuously innovative and reliable performance.
• Ideal service for e-commerce: low cost but trackable
• A mix between postal services and express couriers with non-EU customs procedures that are
simpler and less costly for the recipient.
• Tracking through the IFS website, with a wide range of search features.
• Service available around the world.
• Reduced costs: up to 50% less than express mail services.
• Refunds in case of loss: CMR convention.

THE SYSTEM
Deliveries made with a tracking system
IFS has a large daily logistics ﬂow of correspondence in different countries around the world. Once
the country of destination is reached, the individual deliveries of this new service, are carried out
with trackable postal services or through local couriers.
In the rest of the world, IFS works with postal courier systems who have tracking systems.

OPERATIONS
From the pickup to the compilation of customs documents.
• Pickup: IFS can pick up anywhere in Italy with a 24-hour notice.
Our customers can also deliver the goods directly c/o our International Service Center in
Paderno Dugnano (MI)
• Preparation: the packages must be addressed and identiﬁed with a serial number or bar code.
• Data transmission: File format .txt or .xls ﬁles to be sent to IFS with ref. customer, recipient,
address, and weight.
• Customs documents: CN22 (goods not for sale); CN23 + invoice (goods for sale).
In short, we offer a trackable inexpensive alternative to express courier channels.

In Summary
WHY SHOULD YOU USE IFS
FOR YOUR POSTAL SHIPMENTS AND E-COMMERCE?
As we have said, the postal market opening up has introduced new players to the postal shipment
market. IFS, as we have shown you, is an efﬁcient and effective private operator that is suitable
for this new situation. We mentioned savings of up to 40% compared to the Italian postal rates.
But there is more: there is no postage required.
And as for e-commerce, we have developed a high-performance mixed courier/postal system,
that, at the same time, helps you save.
Then there is the simplicity: our services are just a phone call away.
And yet we have great rates for large quantities.
You can also count on a full range of accessories and clear billing, detailed and summarized.
Lastly, IFS is also competitive in regards to the service rendered.
Call us today for a quote.

IFS
Now you may choose

IFS Italy srl Interpostal Fast Solutions
Via E. Vanoni, 5 - 20037 Paderno Dugnano MI - Italy - Tel: (+39) 02.8434.9416
www.ifsitaly.com

